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WHAT WE DO / WHO WE ARE

WHO WE ARE
BabalonBOOKS is a printer, manufacturer and distributor of books and media. Our facilities are
capable of delivering offset and POD printing, in most varieties of trim sizes. We offer perfect
binding, or saddle-stitch, case-bound, dust-jackets as you need.
We provide a wide range of printed book sizes in soft, hard or premium covers. Print your book
on white or cream paper, in color or black and white. We can take an existing digital file and
create your book and cover from it, or you can use our professional services to have some
parts, or even the entire book created to your specifications.

WHAT WE DO
We provide a wide range of support services for authors and publishers. Regardless
what stage your manuscript or publishing project is in, we can help.
Print & E-Book Fulfillment
Book Sales & Marketing
Book Design and Layout
Manuscript Editing and Proofing
Copyright, ISBN Filing and Management

Self-Publish Books is a division of BabalonBOOKS - a worldwide book and media distributor and
producer. For more on BabalonBOOKS, please visit www.BabalonBOOKS.com.
Self-Publish Books.com is dedicated to assisting artists, educators, writers - and anyone with a
book idea - to realize their dream book and reach their publishing goals. We offer a number
of methods to self-publish your book.

BOOK CREATION SERVICES

We print, stock, sell and market your books for you...

Our Story
We are writers ourselves. We understand some of the challenges authors may face and
encounter in the process of self-publishing and self-marketing their works. Authors seek an
inspired state from which to write. And when they write, they feel alive. Even if they could and
knew how, many authors simply don’t want to spend energy transforming their manuscript
into a print-ready or e-book-ready format. Also, most authors will prefer to have their books
available through distributors as opposed to ‘selling it out of their garage’.
So… we decided to help.
We started BabalonBOOKs in 2009 to assist small presses and independent authors sell and
distribute their work.
In 2011, we began Self-Publish-Books which offered Print-On-Demand, Sales & Distribution and
Book Design services to the self-publishing community.
Today, we believe we have managed to put together the highest-quality, most-economic,
farthest-reaching means of bringing a book to life and to market.
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BOOK CREATION SERVICES

Interior & Paper Types

PRINT & E-BOOK FULFILLMENT

Black & White Interior
White: B&W printed on 50lb White paper
Creme: B&W printed on 50lb Creme paper

Check out our COST CALCULATOR on-line at self-publish-books.com to get a live
quote on print-book or e-book creation costs.

Color Interior

Premium 70: Color printed on 70lb White paper
Standard Color: Color printed on Matte Finish 45lb White paper

Hardback

Case Laminate: Color laminated cover glued to boards, no dust jacket
Cloth - Blue: With or without dust jacket, text stamped on spine
Cloth - Gray: With or without dust jacket, text stamped on spine

PRINT BOOKS

Crisp graphics, 600 DPI resolution printing, on white or crème paper, bound in soft or hard
cover and in sizes galore! We transform our authors’ word, pdf, etc., documents into printed,
bound, mass-market books. Whether it’s a novel, a cookbook, a photo album, a product
manual, textbook or a graphic novel, let us dazzle you!
All our books come in all the trim sizes you’ll ever need, with full colour or black & white interior.
All you need to do is choose the format that’s right for you!

Cover Finishes
Cloth (For Hardcovers with Dust Jackets)
Gloss (Full-color)
Matte (Full-color)

Binding Type & Sizes
SOFTCOVER

HARDCOVER

PREMIUM COLOR

Hardcover book are available in
case laminate, cloth or jacketed.

Premium ColorBooks on our crisp
white paper with 600DPI graphics
make the best photo album and
art collection books out there.
Have a look!

Black & White or Standard Color Black & White or Standard Color
Sharp graphics, Acid-free paper,
and crisp text!

Paperback Book Sizes

5 x 8” (203 x 127mm)
5.06 x 7.81” (198 x 129mm)
5.25 x 8” (203 x 133mm)
5.5 x 8.5” (216 x 140mm)
5.83 x 8.27” (210 x 148 mm) A5
6 x 9” (229 x 152mm)
6.14 x 9.21” (234 x 156mm)
6.69 x 9.61” (244 x 170 mm)
7 x 10” (254 x 178 mm)
7.44 x 9.69” (246 x 189mm)
7.5 x 9.25” (235 x 191mm)
8 x 10” (254 X 203mm)
8.25 x 11” (280 x 210mm)
8.268 x 11.693 “ (297 x 210 mm) A4
8.5 x 11” (280 X 216mm)

Hardback Book Sizes

5.5 x 8.5” (216 x 140mm) Casebound
5 x 8” (203 x 127 mm) Casebound
6 x 9” (229 x 152mm) Casebound
6.14 x 9.21” (234 x 156mm) Casebound
6.69 x 9.61” (244 x 170 mm) Casebound
7 x 10” (254 x 178 mm) Casebound
8.5 x 11” (280 X 216mm) Casebound
5.5 x 8.5” (216 x 140mm) Dustjacket
6 x 9” (229 x 152mm) Dustjacket
6.14 x 9.21” (234 x 156mm) Dustjacket

Color Book Sizes

5.5 x 8.5” (216 x 140mm)
6 x 9” (229 x 152mm)
6.14 x 9.21” (234 x 156mm)
7 x 10” (254 x 178 mm)
8 x 10” (254 x 203 mm)
8.5 x 8.5” (216 x 216mm)
8.5 x 11” (280 x 216mm)

E-BOOKS

As more and more authors decide to distribute their works in digital format, Self-Publish-Books
has developed full expertise in formatting for the various file formats needed to list your works
in the various e-book distributors, including Kindle, Nook and Kobo. We don’t believe in limiting
a book to a single distribution channel, but rather offering the opportunity to list in any of the
major sites. It can now be your choice where your work is offered.
We can transform any print or e-document (Microsoft Office, Adobe Pdf, Adobe Indesign,
OpenOffice, txt, xml) into e-book format for you. We can professionally generate and design
the files you’ll need to upload and sell your e-book on major distribution channels (Kindle,
NOOK, Kobo, et al.) Whether it’s content intensive (extensive footnoting and indexing) or
design intensive (artwork books and faithful color reproduction we can do it for you.)

Check out our COST CALCULATOR at self-publish-books.com to get a live quote on
print-book or e-book creation costs.

BOOK COVER DESIGN

It is distressing to see how much time and effort authors put into their writing to then neglect its
presentation to the world and spend little or no time or resources into its design.

BOOK DESIGN SERVICES
Book Design and Layout

Next to editing, the design of your book cover is next most critical aspect of your self-publishing
project. We are told not to judge a book by its cover, but we can’t help it. In any case, the
cover, is almost always the first thing your reader sees, and often the only thing they see.
Whether your book is in a storefront window, or on the Amazon page, it is your book cover
that draws the customer’s eye and makes them glance at the title and decide there and
then whether to pick the book up or click the link. The old adage in the book sales business is
that the “book cover does your talking for you”. A good design will sell the book it covers; a
badly-designed book will have a lot of explaining to do for itself that sadly has no relevance to
the content of your work. Finally, if your book is to be put on a shelf, then only the spine will be
visible. A properly designed spine with a graphic artist’s foreknowledge of the thickness of the
book is best to optimizing visibility of the book title and author name on the spine of a book.

Professional book design is critical if you are looking to successfully market your book. Increase
your sales by providing quality. Take advantage of our tools and services to design, edit and
craft your work. Whether it’s a professionally designed cover, or a manuscript copyedit for an
e-book or a print book—if you are going public with your work, you want to make sure you get
it right!
Our dedicated professionals have over 10 years industry experience and will be sure to make
your jaw drop when you see what they can produce.

Here’s how it works:
1. We design the interior of your book: layout, font, imaging, spacing, page numbering,
paragraphing, and copy edit, etc.
2. We design the cover of your book with or without images you supply.
You get 3 copies of each design and you pick the one you like best! It’s that simple.

See BabalonBOOKS.com for a small sample of our book design services.

BOOK INTERIOR DESIGN

Is your book fast-paced? Reflective? Detail-oriented? In stanza form? Loaded with footnotes
and diagrams? How many hours will a reader’s eyes be tracing your pages line by line? Readers
today demand a comfortable experience from reading their books. Proper font choice and
sizing, letter and line spacing, margin and paragraph indents can make reading a book an
enjoyable, aesthetic experience; or make it a fatiguing, headache-inducing struggle.
To make a book a pleasure to read and an enjoyable object to look at it for all those hours, let
our designers meticulously dissect the:
• Title and copyright information pages
• text tracking,
• line leading,
• font size and choices,
• paragraph styles and indentations,
• chapter breaks and headings
• margins (inside and out) and page sizes
• title and author name headers and page
number footers

• index,
• glossary,
• footnotes,
• biographical page
• graphs, diagrams, and illustrations.
• Full pre-flight and pre-press check.

MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION SERVICES
This is about having your book available at the chains, retailers and on-line stores so that if
someone wanted to purchase your book, they’d be able to do so easily. Imagine doing all
that publicity and marketing to acquire a ready and willing readership, only to have your
public unable to find the book to buy it! If you opt for our distribution services, your book will
be available for ordering via all the major book retailers and distributors in North America, UK
(optional) and Europe (optional). Here are some of our distribution partners:
Here are some of our Distribution Partners:

Book Sales & Marketing
MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

Ingram
Amazon.com
Baker & Taylor
Barnes & Noble
Kobo
NACSCORP
Kindle

NOOK
Espresso Book Machine
Adlibris.com
Amazon.co.uk
Bertram
Blackwell
Book Depository

Coutts
Gardners
Mallory International
Paperback Shop
Eden Interactive Ltd.
Aphrohead
I.B.S - STL U.K

BabalonBOOKS also provides marketing and distribution services to small presses, independent publishing houses
and self-publishing authors. Please contact us here if you are interested in being distributed by BabalonBOOKS.

You’ve written your book. It’s been crafted, edited, refined, poured over… edited to death.
You probably don’t want to hear another line from it again. It’s time to give it your public!
Effectively Market your Work! Market your work to all the major distributors: Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, Borders, Baker & Taylor, Book Depository, Kobo, Kindle, NOOK and more!
Whether it’s an e-book or a print book: we can help market it and make sure it gets advertised
and sold on sites like Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Borders and more! Your book will also be
available for ordering at bookstores in Canada, US, UK, and the EEC.

SALES & ROYALTIES
Receive on direct sales not just royalties! While most channels only give you a 30% or less
royalty, we take only 15% which means you keep 85% of the profits! You determine the sale
price and we take a 15% service charge. You get the rest. There’s no exclusive distribution
agreement with us so that you may sell your books elsewhere as well.

HOW IT WORKS
We provide:
• Copyrighting and legal services

• ISBN creation and registration.
• UPC and bar codes with pricing for all geographical markets
• Amazon, Barnes & Noble, INGRAM and worldwide distribution sign-on.
• Automatic order fulfillment and shipping (You receive a check at the end of the royalty period!)
• Different levels of advertising.
• Specialized marketing channels.
• Worldwide distribution: Your book will be available to buyers across North America, Europe, and
Australia.

If you opt for marketing services, then you will see your title appear for sale through major
retailers. Retailers will advertise and carry your book in stock. If a customer orders your book,
the sale is registered and the inventory counts replenished. At the end of each quarter, you
receive a royalty check along with a report on your sales.
PRINT BOOKS
(Sale Price) - (Print Cost) - (15% of Sale Price) = Your Return
So if you were to sell your book for $24.99, then your return would be:
$24.99 - $6.65 - $3.75 = $14.59 (Your Profit)
E-BOOKS
(Sale Price) - (15% of Sale Price) = Your Return
If you sell the e-book version of the same book for $4.99, then in this case, your return would be:
$4.99 - $0.75 = $4.24 (Your Profit)

AUTHOR SUPPORT SERVICES
Authors often require help promoting their books. Here’s where we come in. We can help
authors not only promote those titles they have printed or distributed through us, but we can
also help promote their personalities, and their entire portfolio of works. Some of the services we
can provide include: press releases, author websites, social media (facebook, twitter, blogger)
links, submissions to book reviewers and critics, video and ad campaign development... and
more!

THE BORING STUFF

PROMOTION

COPYRIGHT & ISBN MANAGEMENT

You want to create ‘hype’ and ‘buzz’ about your book. You want to let people know what’s
special about your book. Those who opt for our promotion services get a personalized, catered
service. Each book is unique and so it’s marketing and promotional strategy will also be unique.
Here’s how we can help:
- Press Releases
- Author websites,
- Book websites,
- Blog creation and maintenance
- Social account link ups (Facebook, Twitter, et al),

Copyright, ISBN Filing and Management

- Media generation and broadcasting.
- Video and audio presentations and editing
- Video adverts
- Online advertisements
- … and more. Just ask us!

ISBN (International Standard Book Number)

ISBN or International Standard Book Number is a unique identification number that is used by
libraries and booksellers the world over to order your book or get distribution information on it.
If you intend to market it your book and have it distributed by retailers, then an ISBN along with
a scanner-readable UPC code (for cash registering and inventory controls) will be absolutely
necessary.
If you have signed up for marketing and distribution services with us, then we will assign and
ISBN and file it with the appropriate authorities and government agencies. This is done FREE of
cost and is part of the sales and marketing package of services. If you have opted out of our
Marketing and Sales service, then we can still file an ISBN for you if you need it. Contact your
account representative to learn more.
Here’s what you get:
1.
International ISBN rights-protected filing with relevant authorities.
2.
A unique ISBN number for every title you market.
3.
A professional, standard EAN ISBN-13 UPC barcode to affix to your book back cover.
To learn more about ISBNs you can visit the National Library of Canada or isbn.org the US ISBN
management site.

CROP OF SAMPLE BACKCOVER WITH UPC >

An ISBN will only be necessary if you intend to distribute or market your book. If your book is for personal use only
or to give out as gifts, then you won’t need to register the book with the relevant authorities or have us to do it
for you.

COPYRIGHT

Copyright is a legal filing or registration that attests the ownership of a creative work. As the
author of your work, you are always owner of the copyright. By filing an ISBN and copyright
certificates, you are legally affirming and protecting your rights if a second part were to contest
them or attempt to profit from them.
Here’s what you get:
1.
A legal copyright statement to include in the opening of your book.
2.
Registration and filing of rights-protected copyright in your name with all the 		
		relevant authorities.
3.
Legal protection and pursuit upon violation of your copyright.
4.
Cataloging-in-Publication (CIP) data if required.
The Copyright Statement
The copyright page is usually on the
back of the title page, and contains
the
copyright
statement,
library
cataloguing information, credits for
photography, design, page layout, and
printing, as well as contact information
for the publisher and distributor.
The copyright statement includes the
copyright symbol (©) followed by the
year and the name of the holder of the
copyright (usually the author).
For more information go to the
Canadian Copyright Act. For the United
States you may find information at the
U.S. Copyright Office.

SAMPLE COPYRIGHT PAGE

Though a copyright page like an ISBN will only be necessary if you intend to distribute or market your book, it is
still a good idea if you want to protect yourself later from copyright infringement. If your book is for personal use
only or to give out as gifts, then you won’t need to register the book with the relevant authorities or have us do it
for you.

